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Improve & automate business processes with PowerApps

• The possibilities with PowerApps is limitless, Clade has helped many organizations improve and automate business processes for Health and Safety Managers. In this session, you will see real examples of how Clade has used PowerApps to quickly turn over apps that improved safety processes such as:

• Record inspections
• Record Health and Safety Hazards
• Create and link work orders

• In addition, Clade will also showcase how PowerApps can improve mundane processes such as:

• On boarding and off boarding
• leaves/ travel/ expense forms
What is Power Platform

Microsoft Power Platform
The low-code platform that spans Office 365, Azure, Dynamics 365, and standalone applications

- **Power BI**
  - Business analytics
- **Power Apps**
  - Application development
- **Power Automate**
  - Process automation
- **Power Virtual Agents**
  - Intelligent virtual agents
Power Platform – Key Technologies

- Analyse
- Act
- Assist
- Automate

- Dynamics 365
- Office 365
- Standalone Apps
Why external data (Connectors)?

- Built-in connectivity to 350+ cloud services, content services, databases, APIs, etc.
- Seamless hybrid connectivity to on-premises systems via the on-premises data gateway.
- Develop and register custom connectors as a building block for citizen developers.
- Connect data silos by using multiple data sources in a single application.
DEMOS

1. Record Inspections
2. Record Health and Safety Hazards
3. Create Workorders
PowerApps – Implementation Journey

**Planning**
- Qualify a stop gap or manual process for a standalone canvas app or model driven app
- Identify your current licensing
- Identify the high-level target devices for your app
- Keep use case simple and iterate to improve

**Design**
- Setup multiple environments for apps & data sources
- Design data model for your data source
- Mockup your user experience
- Keep acceptable performance criteria in mind

**Implement**
- Implement app in development Environment, release it to UAT and production. Follow the process for changes and defects.
- Verify in actual devices and real time situation with different internet bandwidths.

**Rollout**
- Share app with multiple users as you move to UAT and with larger audience as you move to production.
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Return to the workplace with confidence

The Power Platform return to the workplace pre-built solution is a comprehensive, end-to-end set of modules that help organizations plan, coordinate, and manage the return to the workplace with confidence, helping to ensure the health and safety of employees. The solution is easily customizable, with fast deployment, and built on a secure and compliant platform. Together, the modules provide an end-to-end experience for executive leaders, facility managers, employees, managers, as well as health and safety leaders in this, third and final session, Clade will showcase Microsoft’s prebuilt solution that is helping organizations get back to business faster. Clade will demo key features such as:

- Location readiness
- Employee Health and Safety Management
- Work Place Case management